VIOLA SARAH JANE LEMON (FAR EASTERN CANADA):

(I prepare a ONE SHEET PAPER and use the BACK to reply to letters.) Sometimes I can take care of a letter with one or two SENTENCES. I have to do that or I would never get done with letters. Sr. White found replying to letters was four times as hard as preparing a paper. And I find it about the same. MUCH EASIER TO PREPARE A PAPER.

If you prepare a paper - you are writing to 1500 at a time. They do not have to take it PERSONAL. But if you write a letter - it becomes VERY PERSONAL. If I would VISIT you -
and I made a certain REMARK – and you could STOP me and say: "I DID NOT MEAN THAT AT ALL!!!" Then I could immediately switch over to a different TACK. But I might right now be starting out with the WRONG IDEA of what you MEANT – and since I am NOT at your bedside – and you cannot stop me with a WORD. I may be going the WRONG WAY. Although I have had enough experience through the years that I do not think so – I think I know what is going on. But if I do put my finger on the SORE SPOT – with the average person they would be expected to DENY IT VIGOROUSLY – "METHINKS SHE PROTESTS TOO MUCH!!!"

This is now 9:00 in the morning. This is my usual time to sit at this typewriter – four feet away from the "WORD PROCESSOR" (COMPUTERIZED TYPEWRITER) the OPERATOR having his own DICTIONARY as we have to resort to the DICTIONARY ALL DAY LONG. And "DAY" means 9:00 to 2:00. (Five hours.) It is getting too much for me – and yet we are involved in the most CRITICAL time in HISTORY. We believe there are Three Phases. It is in the "SHAKING (SEALING) CHAPTER." (1) SHAKING in ranks of "11th Hour Men!" (2) SHAKING in ranks of CHURCH. The REAL "MIDNIGHT CRY!" (3) SHAKING in the WORLD – the last "LOUD CRY!" FINAL WARNING. EACH ONE is a WARNING. The CHURCH LEADERS have NO WARNING. (Except against US.) They would SOONER be FRIENDS of the CATHOLICS. In fact they PAY them to ACT for them. (THE REAL "LEGALISTS")

I cannot set up PAPERS any more – I make too many MISTAKES in SPELLING. I do not have the STAMINA. I had my 3rd LIGHT STROKE the other day. ANN had to come "BABY-SIT!" me for three days. We are both going through a "CLEANSING!" PROGRAMME – and maybe one gets WORSE – before he gets BETTER. (I am doing too much talking.) I am telling you too many things. You should not have written that last letter. It caused me to OPEN my EYES. To see what I did not see before. THAT YOU USE PEOPLE. YOU USED US AND YET HAD NO USE FOR US – except as you could USE us. Some of the things I am going to say I may have ALL WRONG – but some of the things will be RIGHT ON!!! Although I expect you will DENY IT.

AND THE FIRST THING IS:

You were STENOGRAPHER for several PRESIDENTS in a ROW –
(or I am thinking of someone else?) But I am sure – I am **NOT** thinking of someone else when I say the **EVIDENCE PROVES:**

(A) You had a **VERY BAD FALLOUT** with some one HIGH in the **LEADERSHIP** – or the **LEADERSHIP** as a **WHOLE.** You **DID NOT CALL US IN ON ACCOUNT OF TRUTH OR DOCTRINE.** It was a **VENDETTA.**

(B) **THAT IS WHY** you called in **ANYONE** (Even a "**DUMB DOG!"**) to **ADDRESS** the **GROUP** – the GROUP by the way – was **NOT YOURS** (Except for a few.) But you took them **ALL UNDER YOUR WING** – just to **SHOW** the **LEADERSHIP** that you were no one to fool with. A **VENDETTA.** So therefore although you had **NO REAL USE** for **OUR DOCTRINE** – not if you were just **USING!** us. **ANN DeMICHAEL SPOILED THAT FOR YOU.** By bringing that **CHART** – and you were **IN NO WAY** going to put yourself out for **THAT CHART.** So I was in a spot – until **BOB LOGAN** volunteered to be **CHART CUSTODIAN.** To mail them to any **NAMES** we sent him. We are now working (Have for **MONTHS!**) to put it out in **COLORS.**

(C) You were **FORCED** to go along with the **CHART** – because **EVERYONE ELSE WAS** (EXCEPT some of your "**PREACHERS’ WIVES!” REAL HELL-CATS!!! Would eat a man alive.) You took us **RIGHT THERE!!!** And had a smug look on your face to see our **REACTION.** Your **LAST LETTER PROVED YOU ARE ANOTHER "E.J.WAGGONER!"** who wrote his "**LAST CONFESSIONAL!”** in which he **DID NOT BELIEVE** in 1844 – "**INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!”** but played the **HYPOCRITE** and pretended he did! (Because he was **NOT A BELLIGERENT!”** (SO HE SAID – THE **TRUTH IS:** **BECAUSE HE LIVED A LIE!”)

**HOW HAVE YOU LIVED A LIE – ???**

If you had any initial use for "**HOEHN!” outside of "**USING!” him for your own purpose – you would have **CONSULTED** him instead of **INSULTING** him in that first meeting by not a WORD of who to **INVITE** and who **NOT –** you set me **BEHIND YOU** – and **YOU** led out. **HOEHN WAS ONLY AN APPENDIX! ANN BRINGING THAT CHART CHANGED EVERYTHING–!!! IT IS OUR MAJOR INTEREST TO THIS DAY.**

**I AM AMAZED WHAT THAT CHART CONTAINS – MADE OVER 35 YEARS AGO AND AS FRESH AS THOUGH MADE YESTERDAY!** McCoy said **SEVERAL CHURCH LEADERS WANTED IT**
- BUT "THE LORD SHOWE D ME TO GIVE IT TO "BROTHER HOEHN!" (ACTUALLY IT WAS 90% HOEHN!) MORE THAN 90%---!!! ALL McCYOY had was "PHI LAPHELPHIA!" was "BORN!" BECAM E ALIVE---!!! (NOT BURIED!) IN 1844---!!! ALL THOSE REFERENCES WERE MINE! He would have had NO RIGHT to "GIVE!" that to ANYONE!

ANN CLAIMED "THE LORD SHOWED HER!" TO BRING THAT CHART TO OSHAWA! That CHART is up in many homes! Two feet by eight feet. We hope to make it three feet long. We would like to make it HALF SIZE - FOUR FEET but FEW BIG PRESSES TAKE THAT SIZE ("SPEED-FEET" PRESS) - to make it in COLORS the press would have to have about 12 DRUMS. EIGHT COLORS WOULD TAKE 8 DRUMS. We are working right now on it. THAT PUTS AN END TO "URIAH SMITH!" AND "LAODICEA!" IT IS THE BEST CHART IN THE WORLD. PHILADELPHIA IS "THE CHURCH TRUMPHANT!"

YOU SLAPPED ME IN THE FACE ON THE PHONE -
EVERYBODY IS "POPE-BASHING!" WHY ARE YOU NOT "POPE-BASHING---?? ??" YOU KNEW (If you had been reading my writings!) that I was DEATH on "POPE-BASHING!" And then when you wrote your LAST LETTER - you gave me the FINAL PUNCH - "WE ARE "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" HOW DO YOU LIKE THAT - HOEHN---?? ??"

ALRIGHT - SHE WROTE ALL KINDS OF BOOKS:
I USED TO SAY: GC PP DA AA SC MH COL LS CWE MM - I do not know how many more - where the NAME "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" DOES NOT APPEAR - now you FOUND IT---!!! KNESS COLLECTION---!!!

MANY MANY MANY OTHERS HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR THE PROOF: "SR. WHITE SAYS THE "NAME!" SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" WILL GO THROUGH TO THE END---!!!

VANCE FERRELL SAID THAT ONE DAY - AND GAVE "THE REFERENCE!" only it DID NOT SAY -THAT-AT-ALL---!!! HOW CAN IT SAY THE SDA CHURCH WILL BE "TRUMPHANT!" and at the SAME TIME go into "THE OMEGA (AS FAR AS THEY CAN GO!) APOSTASY---!!!" How can the "NAME!" be USED (Or the CHURCH be USED) and at the SAME TIME suffer the same fate that THE JEWS DID WITH THEIR UNHOLY CITY---!!!
Like I told several already: "THIS IS THE FIRST I KNEW - THAT YOU WERE A JEW -!!!"

(1) 1914 THE ADVENTISTS BET ON "KIÅSER BILLI!" THEY LOST -!!!
(2) 1939 THE ADVENTISTS BET ON "ADOLPH HITLER!!" THEY LOST -!!!
(3) 1973 THE ADVENTISTS BET ON "BILLY GRAHAM!!" THEY LOST -!!!
(4) ARE WE GOING TO BY "THESE BORN-LOSERS!!" NO - NEVER -!!!

Now that they've JOINED THE WORLD - "THE JEWS ARE GOING TO WIN -???" FOLKENBERG (JEW!!!) SET UP GOLDSMITH (JEW!!) TO HEAD THE FORCES -!!! WILL THEY WIN -???

YOU KNOW THAT I HAVE SPENT A LIFETIME PROVING:

THAT THEY CHANGED THE BOOKS - YOU GIVE ME AN OPEN SLAP IN THE FACE - THE "KRESS COLLECTION!!" COULD NOT BE ONE OF THOSE CHANGES - ??? NO POSSIBILITY -???

DID I SAY I THINK IT IS A FAKE - ???

NO, I DID NOT -!!! I DID NOT SAY IT - I DID NOT THINK IT -!!! THINK YOU DID NOT HAVE YOUR RIGHT GLASSES ON - AND WERE SO ANXIOUS TO SLAP ME IN THE FACE - IN DESPERATION YOU USED IT!

VANCE FERREL - LIKE BRINSMED - HAS 150 MINISTERS:

HELPING HIM - he surely knows of that one - why did he not use it - ??? When he was casting about - looking for one? Why did he not use THAT ONE -?? BECAUSE IT DOES NOT SAY - WHAT you think it says -!!! People are making that MIS- TAKE ALL THE TIME -!!!

FORTUNATELY YOU GAVE THE DATE - FROM KRESS COLLECTION:

p.74 - par. 3 - also p.75 - WRITTEN AUGUST 20, 1900. WELL WELL WELL - !!! We are to IDENTIFY OURSELVES AS "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS -!!!" WHY WHEN HE DESPERATELY WANTED ONE SUCH REFERENCE - DID NOT VANCE FERRELL USE IT - ??? Not as long as "HOEHN!!" WAS AROUND -!!!
TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES - !!!

YOU ARE GOING TO USE WHAT WAS WRITTEN - that we are to
"IDENTIFY!" OURSELVES AS SDA - 1900 - !!! IN THE LAST END
OF THE OMEGA - just about 100 YEARS LATER - we are going
to USE THAT MOTH-EATEN ARGUMENT-!!! This does NOT
expose "HOEHN-!!!" THIS EXPOSES "LEMON-!!!" SHE NEVER
DID - DOES NOT NOW - BELIEVE IN "PHILADELPHIA-!!!" SHE IS
LIVING A LIE-!!!

WE ARE TO USE THE NAME - SDA-???

YOU BELIEVE THAT - or is that just a SMART RAP - over my
SNOUT-??? PUT ME IN MY PLACE-!!! YOU BELIEVE YOU ARE
AN "SDA-???

WHEN:

(1) "DECEPTION OF ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE IN-THE-
CHURCH-!!!" T5:210.

(2) "HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH...THE FIRST TO FEEL
THE STROKE OF THE WRATH OF GOD...

(3) "THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL PERISH
TOGETHER-!!!" T5:211

(4) "THE LORD GOD SHALL SLAY THEE, AND CALL HIS SER-
VANTS BY "ANOTHER NAME!" ISA. 65:15.

(THE NAME "PHILADELPHIA-!!!" 1884 GC 268-9. YOUR GC 430-1.)

(Do you want us to stop our work and go back to old drug-shot-???)

(WOULD THAT MAKE YOU HAPPY-???)

HOW ARE THEY GOING TO "ALL PERISH TOGETHER-!!!" AND
STILL "ALL GO THROUGH TOGETHER-???

THE MOST IMPORTANT DUTY/PRIVILEGE IN THE WORLD!

TODAY it may seem an OBLIGATION - A DUTY, A LABOR - A
WORK. TO SEE SOMEONE HEADING FOR CERTAIN DISASTER/
RUIN. DO YOU SWALLOW YOUR PRIDE - GO AND TELL HIM
WHAT TO DO-??? OR DO YOU GO TO THE BALL-GAME-???

A BIG MINING COMPANY GOT ME TO DIAMOND DRILL FOR THEM.

They looked for four years for someone and could not find him. It had to be a truck that could climb a STEEP MOUNTAIN.
VERY LITTLE DIRT - could not BULL-DOZE A NEW ROAD. HAD TO CLIMB THE ONE THAT WAS. I had just "ENGINEERED!" THE
4-WHEEL DRIVE WITH A SPECIAL CARBURETOR - FINE-TUNED
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THE FLOAT - so I could "CLIMB-A-WALL!" I got the contract that lasted several years. In the meantime I got started in "MINING!" HARD-ROCK MINING. "DIAMOND DRILLING!" (NOT DRILLING FOR DIAMONDS!) But using DIAMONDS on the END OF RODS - to drill a HOLE in the ROCK to go down to see what kind of "ORE!" there might be 50 - 100 - 300 FEET DOWN. We drilled "MILES!" in the EARTH! (IN THE ROCK MOUNTAINS!) COMPANIES would pay us so much a FOOT. We finally STAKED our own MINERAL MINING CLAIMS and would LEASE them to the MINING COMPANIES if we could show a REASON WHY we thought there might be a "MINE!"

YOU SHOULD READ "VANCE FERRELL'S" LATEST!

"AN URGENT MESSAGE TO OUR FRIENDS!" OH! THIS WAS LIKE MEDICINE TO MY SOUL-!!! TRUTH IS NEVER POPULAR-!!! IF IT'S POPULAR - IT'S NOT TRUTH-!!! YOU WILL BE LOST! BELIEVING A LIE-!!! YOU POINT OUT COL 154-5: "OF ALL SINS IT IS THE MOST HOPELESS, THE MOST INCURABLE-!!!" "I AM SAVED!" "THE ASSURANCE OF OUR SALVATION!" ( THAT IS "SPIRITUALISM!" "OCCULTISM!" IT IS "THE PHARISEE!") You EXPOSE THAT - and you will LOSE HALF-YOUR-MAILING-LIST-OVERNIGHT-!!! WE DID. WE WERE NOT TAKEN BY SURPRISE - WE PLANNED IT-!!! VANCE FOUND THE SAME!

WE HAD TO SUBSIDIZE HALF OUR EXPENSES - FROM THE MINING-!!! IT TOOK MORE THAN $50,000.00 A YEAR! EVERY TIME VANCE WOULD EXPOSE A DEADLY ERROR - he would LOSE his SUPPORT! GET IT-!!! WM 555. WM 556. "PILGRIM'S REST" HCR 77, BOX 38A, BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305. U.S.A.

YOU MIGHT AS WELL KNOW HOW TO LOSE FRIENDS - AND GAIN THE "EVIL EYE!" BUT IF AND WHEN YOU RECEIVE YOUR "REWARD!" YOU WILL REALIZE IT WAS A "PRIVILEGE!" TO BE ON HEAVEN'S "HONOR ROLL-!!!" THE MOST IMPORTANT MISSION ON EARTH-!!! IN THE "COVENANT!" THERE WERE "BLESSINGS!" IN YOUR "GOINGS OUT!" AND IN YOUR "COMINGS IN!" (IF YOU DID THE WILL OF GOD!) But there were TWICE AS MANY WORDS FOR THE "CURSES!" in your "GOINGS OUT!" and your "COMINGS IN!" if you DID NOT live up to the TERMS of the "COVENANT!" BUT THE "RABBIS!" (PRIESTS!) GLORIED IN THE "BLESSINGS!"
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That is what the PEOPLE LONG TO HEAR! HALF THE TONS OF TRACTS SENT TO THE MISSION FIELDS — ARE "I AM SAVED!" TRACTS—!!! One of the latest "REVIEWS!" is NOTHING but "BLESSINGS!" "HOW I LOVE TO PROCLAIM IT—!!!" The poor "SENSELESS MOB!" OF "JERUSALEM!" are "SITTING DUCKS!" NO WARNING FROM THAT QUARTER—!!! There you are on "DEATH ROW—!!!" GET—OUT—OF—THERE—BEFORE—IT—IS—FOR—EVER—TOO—LATE—!!!

The Mountains Will Be Our Refuge in the "Time of Trouble!"

This is a "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.
(This is not a Paper as such - this is merely a Flyer. To ask if such a Paper should be Printed, of the many Papers that we should Print.)

[This is the direct Image Master, that can be Typed and put straight into the Machine, if you can do it. We think we have Mastered the Technique after sweating over many Mistakes. The Secret is the Etch takes off the Printing - unless you know this and start the Machine in Split-Seconds!]

[Once you burn off the Typing with too many Seconds of Exposure to the Blue Etch - there is NOTHING that you can do but make a New Master. This is the Secret.]

[I am going to try something here - can I cover up the following? A B C E G I --- --- --- --- --- ]

B - A.B. Dick CORRECTION FLUID #361. [AB].
D - Gestetner CORRECTION FLUID.
F - LIQUID PAPER.
H - PAPER-BLEND.
J - DURATYPE.

---

The Message + Thought of this Paper is - that we have been led astray by the Adventist Church on the Sealing + on Armageddon.

Sr. White had practically NOTHING to say about Armageddon. [See your INDEX.] Armageddon was the big burden of the Catholic Church, adopted from them by Uriah Smith into his D+R and "Bible Readings." As he admits, and as Froom admits - "...tragically DROPPED" by the Catholic Church, and picked up and dusted off by the Adventist Church, and this is "... our Sense of Mission."

Froom's "Father Superior" Daniells = made ARMAGEDDON his favorite Subject, as have 10,000 Adventist Preachers. Elder Mansell did us a great service when he pointed out in the SDA MINISTRY Magazine, that the Adventist Church has changed their position on ARMAGEDDON - changed it 5 Times! "The Eastern Question."
THE BIG THING = to the Adventist, is the "Mark of the Beast" being "ENFORCED" by a Sunday Law or Calendar Change or whatever else keeps them excited for a Time. Followed by the 7 Last Plagues, of which "ARMAGEDDON" is a Part.

WHEN, AS A MATTER OF FACT = none of that has any real Primary significience at all! Let me Explain =
[1] You have a Car-Accident.
[2] You have a long drawn out + involved Court-Case.

NOW YOU CAN RHAPSODIZE = and go into great Detail, follow the Case ever so closely Day after Day - but just remember - there would have been no Court-Case without the Accident. There will be no "ARMAGEDDON" without a "MARK OF THE BEAST." Or the "SEALING."

DO YOU HAVE THIS CLEAR IN YOUR MIND - ???
If you have =
[1] You will not get excited about any "Calendar Change."
[2] You will not get excited about any "ARMAGEDDON."
[3] You will not get excited about any "ENFORCEMENT" of Sunday!
[4] You will not get excited about any "COMMON MARKET."
[5] You will not get excited about "THE DANGER" or the "FEAR OF ROMANISM."
[6] Nor even the "MARK OF THE BEAST."

THESE ARE "TESTS" = that are "NO TESTS AT ALL." SM 2:14. Because they are "MAN-MADE TESTS." [Same.] We must have "CLEAR SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT, by the heavenly anointing" so we do not confuse Faith with Fancy, and manufacture Tests that are "OF NO VALUE." SM 2:14-5. 1898.

WE ARE NOT TO = bring in "FABLES" that are "NOT WORTH A STRAW." by these "ONE-IDEA MEN." EV.213. SM 2:319.

GO THROUGH ALL THE TESTIMONIES = examine carefully every Statement that speaks of "TESTS" - and what do you find? What would you do with this one = 
"Fearful TESTS + TRIALS await the people of God... But in the midst of the Time of Trouble that is coming - a Time of Trouble such as has not been since there was a nation - God's chosen people will stand UNMOVED." SM 2:55

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THAT - ??? They are going to have = 
"FEARFUL TESTS." But when the biggest "TIME OF TROUBLE"
since there was a Nation comes, they stand: "UNMOVED."

WHAT DID SHE MEAN BY THAT - ???. Did she mean what we think she meant - that something ELSE is the "FEARFUL TEST?" That when the "TIME OF TROUBLE" comes, the real "TEST" is BEHIND them - not IN FRONT of them!

I THINK WE CAN SEE = in EW 271 [1T 180-2] part of the answer to this that should be explored in a more comprehensive Paper.

[1] You see EW 270 and top part of EW 271 =

You might say, this was their "TIME OF TROUBLE."
Definitely BEFORE the "TIME OF TROUBLE."

[B] It is the same as Christ's "TIME OF TROUBLE" before the Cross. WORRIED, DISTRESSED, ALARMED = for themselves, their loved ones, and the Church, because a TIME OF TROUBLE is Coming and even at the Doors! But when it comes they can afford to RELAX = WHY? Because they did in Time all that could be done, and now they can do NOTHING except say: "THY WILL BE DONE!"

LET THE SEA + THE WAVES ROAR = let men's hearts fail them for Fear. Let the "CARELESS" of EW 270, the "IN-DIFFERENT", those who followed the False Prophets from Australian Sea to American Sea seeking the Lord OUT of the Most Holy Place, the Angels LEFT THEM because they made "NO EFFORT" EW 270. Let them now go roaming the Land seeking the Lord = "They shall not find Him."

Now they are Distressed, now they Sell their Property, now they want to give it to Help the Work, but now the Saints tell them ="Go to ye Rich [Laodiceans] to the Miseries that shall come upon you - your MONEY is NOT NEEDED."

IS THE ABOVE CLEAR - ???. The Saints are distressed, troubled, have a Burden for Souls, when the Door to the Sanctuary in Heaven is Open. When probation Closes, the Saints are not distressed because = "It is the Third Angel's Message that bears the TRUE TEST to the people. Satan will lead men to manufacture FALSE TESTS... FABLES which are NOT WORTH A STRAW... who bring to the Foundation wood, hay, and stubble." Ev.212-3.

THE MOST WORTHLESS OF ALL IS = "ARMAGEDDON."
There would be no Worry about the complicated "COURT-CASE" had there been no Accident. In the same Sense - the great "NEWS-ITEM" called = "ARMAGEDDON" is no worry to any Saint. Their worry comes LONG BEFORE "ARMAGEDDON" = they know two things =

[1] Souls must be Saved, must take the right Side = LONG BEFORE - Armageddon, to be exact = 7 Plagues BEFORE! So why get excited about "ARMAGEDDON?" Why not get MORE excited about the details of the FIRST PLAGUE? Is it not the FOOLISH VIRGINS who get all excited about Salvation = TOO LATE?

[2] While the wicked are Dying all around them = the Sealed 144,000 Saints do not Die. "God's chosen people will stand UNMOVED. Satan + his angels cannot destroy them, for angels that excel in strength will PROTECT them." SM 2:55.

Their Bread + Water will be Sure = Now they are Eternally Secure.

"Glorious will be the Deliverance." GC 634.

ARMAGEDDON = instead of being the most horrible Time for the Saints = will be the most Glorious Experience of their Lives = as the Voice of God delivers them.

WHAT THEN - IS OF MORE IMPORTANCE THAN ARMAGEDDON - ???

"Therefore what is done to rescue Souls from the coming STORM OF WRATH must be done BEFORE Jesus leaves the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary." "... get ready BEFORE it should be FORVER TOO LATE." EW 48.

HOW TO BE READY - ???

"It is through our failure to endure the TESTS that come to us in little things, that the HABITS are MOLDED, the CHARACTER misshaped; and when the GREATER TESTS come, they find us UNREADY."MH 490.

"O that you would... discover and break the fine thread that binds you to worldly HABITS, which divert the Mind from God!" SM 2:318. 1901.

WHAT COULD YOU OR I DO THAT WOULD BE MORE IMPORTANT IN THIS WORLD THEN TO TELL PEOPLE TO BUILD A CHARACTER = the only Treasure they can take from this World to the next. COL 332. Represents wedding Garment. COL 307. Not changed at Second Advent. 4T 429. 2T 355. 5T 466. Not done by MIRACLE. SL 84. SM1:336. TM 445. SD 9. Work of a LIFETIME. PP 223. HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY PRESS, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada. VOH 1HO.
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WAYMARK ARK THEORY

DEAR ELDER:

I have written letters to people, and then was sorry I did not make more copies. Then I developed a Plan of writing "COMMUNITY LETTERS" - which means I use 8 Carbon papers, thus sending copies to others, and at times asking one to forward the letter to another - thus reaching 16 people.

But this is not good enough for some Subjects, some letters on which I spend a whole Day or even two. So therefore this time I am using this method - putting it in a Report.

This is by no means a complete Report on the subject of the WAYMARK ARK THEORY. This is only to set forth a few Principles. And why I do certain things.

144,000

The 144,000 was a subject much kicked around in the Heyday of the Shepherd's Rods. I knew an Elder who was right as rain - on the 144,000. Yet he came to the Shepherd's Rods Campmeeting, spoke to them Year after Year - but would never mention the 144,000.

It is the SILENCE of those who KNOW - that gives Strength and Power to the wrong Side. "SILENCE means CONSENT."

We know of no one who will come out and Teach the Straight + Plain truth about the 144,000. We know of no Reform Group that is right on the 144,000. We know that if we take a Stand on it - we will NEVER be Popular. But we have had enough Years of Experience to also know that:

[A] Denying the Truth on one Point will dim the Luster of the Truth on another Point.

[B] Rejecting one Truth means we will be given no more Light until we accept the Light - we already have.

[C] "Oh, what a day is before us! What SIFTING there will be among those who CLAIM to be the Children of God!... Those who have great Light and who have not walked in it will have DARKNESS corresponding to the Light they have despised." TM 163.

[D] "Knowing this, what manner of persons ought ye to be?... shall we exemplify our faith by our trust in God's power, REVEALING the net of false Theories, religions, and philosophies which Satan has spread
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to catch unwary souls? By thus doing the Word of God, we shall be LIGHTS in the World... But God CANNOT reveal Himself through some who are entrusted with responsibili-
ties. He CANNOT make them CHANNELS... It is a Law of
god that whoever believes the Truth as it is in Jesus will make it known... All who walk by the side of an
Apostate WILL be imbued by his spirit." TM 282,285,290.

[E]"I saw that the greater the Light which the people
reject, the greater will be the power of Deception
and DARKNESS which will come upon them. The rejection
of Truth leaves men captives, the subjects of Satan's
deception... left to still greater DARKNESS." 1T 232.

[F]"Jesus will not commission holy angels to extricate
those who make NO EFFORT to HELP themselves." 345.

[G]"If those who have the Light reject it, or neglect
to follow it out, it will become DARKNESS to them... such shall not taste of His glory, but the INVITATION
will be extended to ANOTHER CLASS." 2T 40.

[H]"If Light is turned from in one case, it will be dis-
regarded in another... Truth, sacred Truth, is your
Anchor... CULTIVATE purity of Thought and purity of
Life." 2T 70,90-2.

[I]"To disregard Light is to reject it. The rejection
of Light leaves men captives bound about by Chains
of DARKNESS and unbelief... Light, precious Light,
shines upon God's people; but it will not save them
UNLESS they consent to be saved by it, fully live up to
it, and transmit it TO OTHERS in Darkness." 2T 93,123.

[J](THE TRUTH IN THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE = )
"They rouse from their stupor now and then, but fall
back again in deeper Slumber. Unless they shall FULLY
AROUSE from their Slumbers, God will REMOVE the Light
and Blessings He has given them. He will in His ANGER
remove the Candlestick out of its place." 4T 286.

[K]"Our standing before God depends, not upon the amount
of Light we have received, but upon the use we make
of what we have." DA 239.

[M]"But God will not impart to men divine LIGHT, while
they are content to remain in DARKNESS... after
LIGHT has been long rejected and despised, it will be
finally WITHDRAWN." PP 248,269.
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"There is but one course for those to pursue who HONESTLY desire to be freed from Doubts. Instead of questioning and caviling concerning that which they do not Understand, let them give HEED to the Light which already shines upon them, and they will receive GREATER LIGHT." GC 528.

WHAT GREATER DELUSION!

"Remember therefore from whence thou art Fallen, and Repent, and do the first Works." Rev.2:5... Has not BLINDNESS fallen upon the Watchmen standing on the Walls of Zion? Are not many of God's servants UNCONCERNED and WELL SATISFIED... those in positions of responsibility... who count themselves as His chosen, peculiar people... disgrace the name they bear... MANY will depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils. THEY do not discern what spirit has taken possession of THEM. ... "I also will CHOOSE their DELUSIONS, and will bring their FEARS upon them... that they should believe a LIE... WHAT STRONGER DELUSION can beguile the mind than the PRETENSE that YOU are building on the RIGHT FOUNDATION and that God accepts YOUR works, when in reality you are working out many things according to Worldly POLICY and are sinning against Jehovah? Oh, it is a GREAT DECEPTION, a FASCINATING DELUSION, that takes possession of minds who have once known the Truth, mistake the FORM of godliness for the spirit + power thereof; when they SUPPOSE that they are RICH + increased with goods + in need of NOTHING, while in reality they are in need of EVERYTHING... But MANY are crying, "PEACE + SAFETY," while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon them... "How is the faithful city become an Harlot!" 8T 248-250.

WHAT LED THEM ASTRAY IN THE DAYS OF NOAH?

They affirmed that the "LOVE" of God would NEVER permit Him to destroy such an upright Congregation as they were. "The COUNTERFEIT... they give ear to "seducing spirits + doctrines of devils."... as an angel of light... he enlists the affections by his eloquent portrayals of LOVE + CHARITY." GC 552-4.

Satan is again using the "LOVE" of God as his major Delusion. Also called" "GRACE" and "FAITH" without Works. Thus they are Rocked to Sleep in the Cradle of Carnal Security.
[Q] WHAT IS THE ADVENTIST PREACHER PREACHING ABOUT AS THE ANGEL OF VENGEANCE STRIKES HIM DOWN - ???

"... DECEPTION of almost every kind are in the Church. The Spirit of God, which prompts to REPROOF, is trampled underfoot... will be left without the Seal of God...
HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH... was the FIRST to feel the Stroke of the WRATH of God. The ancient men... they say: ... HE IS TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE + SAFETY" is the cry from... THESE DUMB DOGS that would not Bark... all perish together." 5T 210-1.

[R] HOW WAS IT IN THE DAYS OF NOAH - ???

"... they finally declared that the divine LAW was no longer in Force; [just like RDB raving about the "CURSE" of the Law!] that it was contrary to the CHARAC-
TER of God to punish transgression... It was not MULTI-
TUDes or MAJORIZATIONs that were on the side of Right... Be at Peace; fear not.... But Noah stood like a rock...
Surrounded by popular contempt + ridicule." PP 96-100.

[S] For many years the few of us who believed the Truth of the 144,000 - had to face "... popular contempt and ridicule" from the combined ranks of Seventh-day Ad-
ventists + Reformers. The End of the Shepherd's Rod Movement, should have signalled the End of their Doct-
rines. I challenged Bachand, one of the two Jesuit Priests who Fathered that Movement - to show me from the Testi-
monies where he obtained his "Light" on the "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THAT NO MAN CAN NUMBER." - ???
For the 144,000 is a "NUMBER" - and how can you try to save an "INNUMER-
ABLE MULTITUDE" when it shall be "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!" - ??
What "CHURCH" marched into the Ark? Let alone a "MULTITUDE THAT NO MAN CAN NUMBER!"

What I want to say is - men can Twist, and Squirm, and Connnive, and Debate, and Expound, and Declare - CHURCH - REFORM - THE WORLD - all can be UNITED as one. It will change NOTHING! There still will be only 144,000.

NOW I KNOW FOR A FACT - many Seventh-day Adventists KNOW the Truth - BELIEVE the Truth - but will not openly WIT-
NESS for the Truth, lest FROOM accuse them of "FINDING FAULT" with the Leadership. But go back now and see what the Lord has said about HIDING Light or REJECTING Light or IGNORING Light or RIDICULING Light. And the Horror of the Fact that they will recieve "NO MORE LIGHT" until they accept the Light - they already have. AND MORE THAN THAT - God will "CHOOSE THEIR DELUSIONS" as we saw it in
the Scattering of the Shepherd's Rod into Re-Grouping from "BAD to WORSE" [PT 22. RH Al:9.] into the self-confessed "Awakening" with the same desire as the Leaders of the Seventh-day Adventist Church as expressed in the President's "OPEN LETTER" to all the Conference Workers throughout the World, 68,260 strong = "We truly want to be in the vanguard of a GREAT spiritual renewal..." p.1. R&H Jan.3,1974. Robert H. Pierson.

This Jewish hope, Jehovah's Witness dream, Herbert W. Armstrong's millennium of peace, the wish-upon-a-star of Communist, Romanism, and Apostate Protestantism - has taken the World captive -

But is the very Opposite of "MY FIRST VISION" of the Sealing of 144,000 who are "Hated, spoken against, despised, rejected" - how do you match that with the Words of Christ that the Saints of God will be treated as "IN-THE-DAYS-OF-NOAH?"

The Adventist + the Reformer dreams on, as his Leaders plan on this great "LOUD CRY" that the Adventist Church is going to give - by being "... in the VANGUARD ... [Webster: "The troops who march in front of an Army."]"

"... in the VANGUARD of a GREAT-SPIRITUAL-RENEWAL."

Nowhere does the Bible or Testimonies picture God's last people being in any "VANGUARD" of anything but a "FLEEING" into the Hills on account of their Faith - from this Wicked + Adulterous generation of Vipers!

Surely anyone who knows anything of the Teaching of the Holy Writings knows that God's people will be treated as the Adventists treated them in 1888 = "... both BEFORE + AFTER the Minneapolis meeting, they will fill up to the full the deeds of those whom Christ CONDEMNED when He was upon the earth...

[Remember and never forget that the Sabbath-Keeping Jews had the SAME "WORLD CONQUEST" aspirations!]

"... the Message was of God, THEY HATED IT THE MORE, because it was a Testimony AGAINST them!" TM 79,80.

INSTEAD OF THE TRUTH - WHAT DO ADVENTISTS WANT - ???


WHO GAVE ANY SUCH COMMISSION TO SET SALVATION WITHIN THE REACH OF THE INCORRIGIBLE WICKED MULTITUDES - ???
It is indeed the office of the great False "REFORMATION" shown in GC 464-473 - to worry about, and try to Gather "THE TARES FOR THE BURNING!" This is not the Plan nor the Commission of God. "GATHER YE FIRST the Tares - for the BURNING!" "And AFTER that - the Wheat!"

So let the FROOMS + the PIERSONS + the CLEVELANDS + the BRINSMEADS + the BED-TIME STORY MAXWELLS + the HMSR-VOP + the FAGALS, let them all be Tucked to Sleep by TUCKER, only to Awake in the 7 Last Plagues, as the TARES end up in the Fire - 7 times Hotter!

God's people will head for the Hills, in the very Hour that the Froom's head for the Cities of the Plain! To gather with Babylon's Billy Graham! God's people will know better than that.

THE GREAT MULTITUDE.

Since Adventists have to do everything contrary to the Lord since the day they went over to Drugs - they set a Big Black in charge of "MISSION '73 - '74 - '75." In open defiance of 9T 202-214.

This Big Black said: "Then let the becalming robes of formalism be cast aside, and with it our contentment with steady growth. Let us ANTICIPATE + PRECIPITATE an evangelistic EXPLOSION that will be heard around the World!" p.48. SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. April, 1966. EEC.

HOW DOES EVANGELISM SELF-POWER INTEND TO BRING IN THIS HOUTEFF-BRINSMEAD-ROGERS-FRIEND-HIEBERT 'MULTITUDE' - ???? "... Seventh-day Adventists are not against CHURCH-UNITY."

EEC. SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. p.48. Oct. 1966. [If you can sear your Conscience to talk like that, you can be CERTAIN of being appointed "Associate Editor" for the SDA Ministerial Association.]

LET THE RECORD SHOW = (Does he speak for you?)

"ONE CHURCH... Nor may we be seen to FIGHT any sincere, BIBLE-BASED PLAN['OUT' of what "BIBLE" did he find such a "BIBLE-BASED PLAN!" - ?????????????????????????????????]

"... BIBLE-BASED PLAN that would bring Christians TOGETHER... LET THE RECORD SHOW that Seventh-day Adventists ARE NOT AGAINST CHURCH UNITY... current movers in the ECUMENICAL field... is it for the purpose of spreading the good news as a UNITED BODY to the Ends of the Earth? If so, we will JOIN today!... These are the questions that dictate our POLICY of "LIMITED INVOLVEMENT." [The Black Kiss of Death!] EEC. p.48. Oct. 1966.
They spent what must have been a MILLION $'s down Haiti way to iron out details of how to bring about this "EVANGELISTIC EXPLOSION!"

Then they Push-buttoned + Re-Programmed R.D.BRINSMEAD, and took about 2 MILLION $'s out of FROOM'S JESUIT-CIA FUND to bring about this "EVANGELISTIC EXPLOSION" that never materialized in the 3-fold UNION that took place in "KEY '73!" as (1) False Prophet united with (2) Power-Pox Oral Roberts + Jew-Loving Billy Graham, (3) bringing in the Catholics to tie the knot in '73!

All this begun in 1966, with others Quacking in the same Key: "A FORMULA FOR TRUE UNITY... bring the various religious bodies together... A UNITED CHRISTIAN WITNESS... This objective of itself is certainly COMMENDABLE... the Lord's prayer... here is a COMMON PLATFORM on which we could stand TOGETHER." J.L. SHULER. SDA MINISTRY. Dec. 1968.

"RESPECT" - "COOPERATION" - "SPIRITUAL COMMUNION."
SYDNEY B. ALLEN, Dean, School of Theology, Philippine Union College. p.14. (Same.)

And this Hope of theirs, they rightly call a:"BREAK-THROUGH!" Only the "BREAKTHROUGH!" did not come! As the Autumn Council openly bawls as they ADMIT this after HUNDREDS of other Church Publications ADMITTED that "KEY '73!" was a monumental FIZZLE! "CANTATAS at CHRISTMAS TIME" - COMBINED CHOIRS AT "EASTER" + the "WORLD DAY OF PRAYER" - "God is not a DENOMINATIONAL GOD." H.M.TIPPETT. SDA MINISTRY. July, 1962.

MRS. MERLIN POLL, SDA MINISTRY. Sept. 1963.

The Heavens were Brass as the Baal-Priests bawled for "POWER!" and "HEALINGS!" and "MIRACLES!" But make no mistake about this - those who are asking for the Order of "EVENTS" we are to expect and to look for, here is the clear Order of God:


[2] It is not sufficient to know this nor to point it out. It is also necessary to know EXACTLY what these False Theories ARE + by whom they come! Otherwise we would still be in the Dark. So with a few Words:

[A] It is the "OMEGA" of the "ALPHA." The ALPHA was "LIVING TEMPLE" in 1903 that JONES + WAGGONER
went over to until the Day that they Died! Even though your Preacher did not and will not tell you this - you can find all the Proof you want in "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" Wade through the Froom psychology p.347,352,359,386,399, 324,530,605,607,676.[BBH - paper $5.00.]”THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY” Olson. p.302-320,291,294.[BBH - $5.00.]

Unknown to most, for most like "PANTHEISM" today as well as then - the self-confessed "AWAKENING" doctrines are shot through with "LIVING TEMPLE" and "HOLY FLESH" sentiments. Just as the Testimonies predicted would come among us just before the Close of Probation.SM 1:191-208. SM 3:31-39,384-395.

God Himself orders: "Gather ye first the Tares - for the burning." "And after that - the Wheat." Are we in Doubt or in the Dark as to what will gather the Tares? It is he Doctrines listed and catalogued in GC 464-473.

HAT HOLDS GOD'S PEOPLE IN THIS TIME?

... these surface readers, ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like hifting sand. They SLIDE into ANY POSITION to suit the enor of their feelings of BITTERNESS." TM 112.

Volume could be written as to what that means. And how e did see it in the past Decade - IN the Church, OUT of he Church, IN with RDB, OUT with FTW - chasing this Will-the-Whisp - then that. Knowing not what is Piped or arped, nor wherefore they were come together. How truly itting! "SURFACE READERS, ANCHORED NOWHERE!"

HAT IS THE ANCHOR TO HOLD GOD'S PEOPLE - ???
The Third angel closes his message thus: "Here is the atence of the Saints: here are they that KEEP the Com- andments of God, and the Faith of Jesus." As he repeat- these words, he pointed to the Heavenly Sanctuary. The Warning was given clear + plain, those who fell for Living Temple" Pantheism, gave up the Sanctuary Truths, did Jones + Waggoner. Did you ever hear of Waggoner's LAST CONFESSIONAL" found on his desk the day he Died? e hope to print it soon. The Lord willing. Those who hold o Waggoner, lose all Respect for the Sanctuary Truths.]

The minds of all who embrace this Message are directed o the Most Holy Place, where Jesus stands...

ISTIFICATION BY FAITH =

is they by Faith ENTER the Most Holy, they find Jesus... was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus TO the Most Holy Place... These Messages were represent-
ed to me as an ANCHOR to the people of God." EW 254-6.

"And as INDIVIDUALS receive and understand them, they will be shielded against the many delusions of Satan." SG 1:166.

[I hope that you kept in mind the warning that those "Having NOTHING to which to ANCHOR, they will drift from one Delusion to another... divorce themselves from God, while still claiming to be His children." Ev.362. SM 2:58,104. SG 4:90. BT 298.]

Once letting go the Anchor, they will drift to Sea without Chart or Compass, driven by: "WINDS" and by their own: "FEELINGS of BITTERNESS." TM 112.


[2] These false Theories are listed in GC 464-473, 444-5, 606-8. And the "OMEGA" of "LIVING TEMPLE" as found throughout the Teachings of the "AWAKENING." It is the "I AM SAVED" Sophistry. "HOLY FLESH!" NO EFFORT. It is the RICH Laodicean condition. In need of Nothing. "Puffed up in their fleshly Minds."


[4] These Heresies captivate the Majority in the Church so that they write "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" which means a New Direction, a change of Religion, so that they constitute a "NEW ORGANIZATION" - SM 1:204. Which we are not to "JOIN!" SM 2:390.

[5] Instead, God's people "MEET IT!" This is called a "Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans." Given by a "COMPANY." LT 180-2. "There is to be a SHAKING (Separation in the Church + in Reform)... It will be the result of REFUSING the Truth presented." SM 2:13.

"The Light given me has been very forcible that MANY would go OUT from us, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils... FALSE PROPHETS will arise and will deceive MANY. Everything is to be SHAKEN that can be SHAKEN." SM 2:392.

"God says to His servants, "Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and show My people their Transgression... But when the plain, STRAIGHT TESTI-
mony comes from lips under the moving of the Spirit of God, there are MANY who treat it with DISDAIN... "Prophes-esy not unto us right things, speak unto us SMOOTH things, prophesy DECEITS... I know not but some have even now gone TOO FAR to return + to repent." TM 89,90.

"... who will hold to TRADITION and worship they know not what... HERESIES will come in among them, which will SIFT them, SEPARATING the chaff from the wheat." 5T 707.

BUT WHO WILL FAIL TO HELP THEM =

"While men will not heed repeated Warnings, they are PLEASED with FALSE TEACHERS who FLATTER their vanity and strengthen their INIQUITY, but who will fail to Help them in-the-Day-of-Trouble." 4T 180,185,200.

"It was far more agreeable to the people to receive the message of the FALSE PROPHET, who predicted PROSPERITY... These men professed to be holy Teachers; but their lives were CORRUPT." 4T 172-3.

WHAT IS THE ONLY MESSAGE OF SALVATION NOW - ???

"Before the Destruction... "ESCAPE FOR THY LIFE!"... So it was in the days of Noah; so with Lot; so with the disciples prior to the destruction of Jerusalem; and so it will be in these Last Days... the people are DREAMING of prosperity + peace. "ESCAPE FOR THY LIFE," is the warning from the angels of God; but other voices are heard saying,"Be not excited; there is no cause for alarm." The MULTITUDES cry, "Peace + Safety," while Heaven declares that SWIFT DESTRUCTION is about to come... THE GREAT MASS of the world will reject God's mercy, and will be overwhelmed in swift + irretrievable RUIN." PP 166-7. As in the Days of Noah, they will not listen, "... his Message was REJECTED + DESPISED. SO IT WILL BE NOW." PP 102.

HAVE WE PROVEN OUR POINT - ???

It is Insanity to expect the last Message to be Popular, accepted by the MULTITUDES, or to see the Saints of God "... in the VANGUARD" of some great Religious "EXPLOSION!"

Come back to Reality. "Those who heed the WARNING will be Saved... The Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. They are saying, "PEACE + SAFETY." Like the priests + teachers before the fall of Jerusalem, they look for THE CHURCH to enjoy earthly prosperity + glory. The SIGNS OF THE TIMES they interpret as foreshadowing this. But what saith the word of Inspiration? -
"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM."... as a SNARE.
It comes to them as a PROWLING THIEF." DA 634-5.

WHAT HAS ALL THIS TO DO WITH THE WAYMARK ARK THEORY???

It has everything to do with it.

[A] If we look for a great MULTITUDE, we look for the World + the Church to be AWAKE + not ASLEEP.

[B] But the 10 Virgin Parable has them all ASLEEP, as we have seen in the References given, DREAMING of their great Victory + Success.

[C] But God's people will be HATED, DESPISED, REJECTED.

Driven OUT into the Isolated Places.

MY RULE OF THUMB =

If a Message comes, like this Shepherd's Rod "GREAT MULTITUDE" Theory - no matter if as an angel from Heaven, no matter if Bachand did point me to GC 665, it would only take a matter of minutes, or let it be an Hour or two - to see this is AFTER the 1,000 years! When I pointed this out, to my knowledge Bachand never wrote on the Subject again. The same with Nellie Brewer. The same with many others. They went SILENT on the Subject, and the Adventist Preacher now does not want to talk about it. NOT THAT HE HAS ACCEPTED THE TRUTH, but his eager desire now, as expressed in the Laodicean Council of 1962, the "RED REPORT" in which they went far beyond HOUTEFF or BRINSMED - there would be no measly "144,000" from the Ranks of Seventh-day Adventists! So the Subject went into Limbo, and is now "VERBOTEN" in the honorable Circles!

MY RULE OF THUMB =

They can stand on their Head, do three Flips in the Air - Froom can talk till he is Blue in the Face - it will never change: "As it was in the Days of Noah."

THE WAYMARK ARK THEORY =

This is the pet Theory of one HIEBERT. "MULTITUDE" man also. Also as are the others - a False Time Prophet. [See SM 2: first 100 pages.]

FINDING THE ARK MEANS =

The elevation of the two "JEWS" - the Adventist "JEW" that goes to Palestine to "FIND" it, and the whole World will surely bow down to the Tel Aviv "JEW" and his truly "HOLY LAND" in which this TEN COMMANDMENT "ARK" is to be found, the acclaim and the fame of the "ARK" and the men who "find" it - would be Trumpeted to the 4 Corners of the Earth.
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Kings, Potentates, and Popes would spread their own Robes in the Path of these victorious "HEROS" from the Advent Cult. They would not be Hated, nor driven out into the Wilderness, nor stopped from Buying + Selling.

Should I go on? It is a grand Delusion, a Trap of Satan the Devil. It is part and parcel of the continuing Adventist vaunting of Self, the Itch of his Ego to be FIRST in the Eyes of the World. Just like the Jew. Just like Froom has been Dreaming for 33 years. Ever since he co-authored "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" with A.G.DANIELLS. The first 18 pages shows their spirit, as they set forth their Teaching - BEFORE they quote any Testimonies. Cut the Testimonies into little bits, to fit what they want to Sell. Just like Hiebert. They scheme in their Heads, while they LIE on their Beds - what delightful new Fancy they will come up with for Tomorrow.

WILL THE SAINTS BE HONORED + ADMired BY THE WORLD ???
This is the issue straight + plain. This is where Christ broke with the Pharisees and with one of His own - JUDAS.

The finding of the Ark would elevate the Adventist + the unholy Jew, in whose Land it will be found. Just imagine the Crowds salaaming low before the mighty Adventist + the "Sabbath-keeper!"

It is not even necessary to "PROVE" it is all based on PRESUMPTION + the desire to elevate SELF + CHURCH. As the "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THEORY" cannot stand in the face of 144,000 "SEALED SAINTS", and in the face of "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH - SO SHALL IT BE......"

We are Talking of the SAME THING, as it is to come = "AS A THIEF IN THE NIGHT" = NOT EVEN THE DEVIL KNOWS when the Sealing is on! Hiebert knows MORE THAN THE DEVIL!

"... he infers that their sins have been pardoned; BUT HE DOES NOT KNOW..." GC 618.

"When God's presence was finally withdrawn from the Jew- ish nation, priests + people KNEW IT NOT... SO when the irrevocable decision of the Sanctuary has been pronounced, and the destiny of the world has been forever FIXED, the inhabitants of the world WILL KNOW IT NOT. The forms of religion will be continued..." GC 615. Ev.362.

"The righteous + the wicked will still be living upon the earth in their mortal state,- men will be planting + building... ALL UNCONSCIOUS that the FINAL, IRREVOCABLE
DECISION has been pronounced in the Sanctuary above... "So," says the Saviour,"shall also the coming of the Son of man be." SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come the decisive hour which marks the FIXING of every man's destiny, the final withdrawal of mercy's offer to guilty men. "WATCH YE THEREFORE..." GC 491.

The argument that they SHOULD or that they MUST know, falls flat on its face before two Reasons:
[1] People throughout History did not know, had no special Warning - why this last Generation?
[2] Examine it closely - is it not a sneaky desire to Procrastinate - put off setting aside ALL our be-setting Sins? But wanting to hang unto some of them till the last Moment? Is that the SECRET DESIRE - ??? We will come to God when we HAVE TO!

God does not want people to come to Him that way. That is the very reason for the Door of the Ark being closed on a clear Sunny Day. No Clouds, no Sign of Wrath, no Rain - and the Door was Closed. HE DOES NOT WANT PEOPLE TO COME OUT OF FEAR BUT OUT OF PRINCIPLE!

TOO LATE THEY SEE =
"The Glory of Heaven is beaming from the gates ajar. THEN there appears against the sky a hand holding two Tables of Stone folded together. The hand opens the Tables... The Lord gave them his LAW; they might have compared their CHARACTERS with it,[But why should they, when Church + Awakening tell them they cannot change their CHARACTERS ANYWAY! Till Messiah-Jesus comes!]

"... and learned their DEFECTS while yet there was opportunity for REPENTANCE + REFORM; but in order to secure the favor of the World, they set aside its precepts and taught others to transgress... NOW THEY ARE CONDEMNED BY THAT LAW... TOO LATE THEY SEE... TOO LATE THEY SEE..." 1884 SOP 4:456-7. GC 639,640.

MY RULE OF THUMB =
To "WIN" some one, the Adventist Preacher, and most all Preachers - PRETEND they believe the same as you do, or at least they keep silent on the Subject. One Preacher here told me, when I said he did not Preach on Doctrine - "I have 43 Members in my Church,and they hold 43 Doctrines, if I dealt in Doctrine, I would not have one left in the Church!"
REX HUMBARD - who shot to Religious Fame, said on a TV Documentary how or why he became so Popular so fast, soared to such great Heights - it is the SAME as the Adventist Autumn Council attempt to Preach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches. That is the Secret of Billy Graham, and as REX HUMBARD put it over + over again = what is absolutely TABOO with him, he will NEVER, NEVER, NEVER = "Deal with Issues!"

THE WORD OF THE LORD TO SUCH DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK:

"Get thee behind me, Satan; for thou savorest not the things of God, but the things that be of men... Whosoever therefore shall be ASHAMED of me and of my words in this adulterous and sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of man be ASHAMED, when he cometh in the Glory of his Father with the holy angels." Mark 8:33,38.

I do not intend to be ASHAMED of the Truth of the 144,000, as that Truth came to this people through "MY FIRST VISION."
The 144,000 have "GOD-NEW JERUSALEM" on their Foreheads. Found, not under Laodicea - but under Philadelphia! The first End of the Path is the "MIDNIGHT CRY" - no one is SEALED with the SEAL of the Living God unless they Obey the Call: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Like the Disciples that believed the Testimony of Jesus and fled out of the Church, out of the Holy City, out of the Synagogue of Satan! NOT ONE LOST THEIR LIVES!

THE WAYMARK ARK THEORISTS gave lip service to some of these Truths, but the desire of their Hearts is shown when they went BACK - to be with the POPULAR CROWD - ASHAMED of the TRUTH of the SEALING of only 144,000. They cannot tolerate such Ignomy, they cannot enter the ARK OF SAFETY with only 8 Souls! No, they would rather DROWN than go with the FEW!

"If you would climb the Path of spiritual Life, you must constantly ASCEND, for it is an upward Way. You must go with the FEW; for the MULTITUDE will choose the downward Path." MB 197.(21 pages from End of the Book.)

"You told us that ALL-THE-WORLD was to be Converted, and cried, PEACE, PEACE, to quiet every fear that was aroused. You have not told us of this Hour; and those who WARNED us of it you declared to be FANATICS + EVIL MEN, who would RUIN us." But I saw that the Ministers did not escape the WRATH of God. Their Suffering was TENFOLD greater than that of their people." EW 282,124,289. GC 656.
The President of the General Conference, makes an Appeal through the pages of the R&H - Jan.3,1974 - to 68,260 Workers = that "We truly want to be in the VANGUARD of a GREAT spiritual renewal." Robert H. Pierson.

NO SIGN of any belief in only 144,000 from all the World. NO SIGN of any belief in the need of a MIDNIGHT CRY! NO SIGN of any need of corporate REPENTANCE for corporate SIN, nor for corporate CONVERSION. NO SIGN of SHAME for WHORING after the World. NO SIGN of any Minister answering his Question as to WHY "KEY'73" fizzled out! HERE IS THE ANSWER:

"Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD, thou REFUSEDST to be ASHAMED" - "Therefore the Showers have been withheld, and there hath been NO-LATTER-RAIN!" Jer.3:3.

NO SIGN of any belief that the People of God will be a "HATED SECT." GC 635. "THE DESPISED REMNANT." 5T 475. "THE REMNANT THAT IS ESCAPED OF THE HOUSE OF JUDAH... FOR OUT OF JERUSALEM SHALL GO FORTH A REMNANT, AND THEY THAT ESCAPED OUT OF MOUNT ZION: the zeal of the Lord of Hosts shall do this." PK 360-1.

"The Dragon was wroth with the Woman, and went to make WAR with the REMNANT of her seed, which KEEP the Commandments of God, and have the Testimony of Jesus Christ." "... THE TRUE CHURCH... THE LITTLE COMPANY." PK 605.

"Men of position + reputation will JOIN (GC 608) with the LAWLESS + the VILE to take counsel against the people of God... ON THIS BATTLEFIELD WILL BE FOUGHT THE LAST GREAT CONFLICT." PK 605-6.
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